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ABSTRACT
According to the definition of the Social Security

Administration, a family of four was considered "poor8 when their
total annual income was less than $3,000. In 1955, the Household .Food
Consumption Survey found that all families spent. One-third of their
annual income on food, regardless- of place of residence and income
levei, and farmers produced 0out h0 percent of:thefoOdconsumed on
their farms. On this baise the poverty income leVel for faym-
families was designated at $1,800. In 1969, this was adjusted to 30
percent, and the farm poverty income cutoff:was $4100.. This method
for setting the poverty level tends to discriminate against. the poor,
and many are above poverty level by,definitiononly. The .30 percent
farm differential is outdated because 'other costs besides food are
lAkely.io be the same as or greater than in :the city. Using the 70
percent level, 29:,9 _million people in both farm ancl:nenfarm.areas
were in the poverty category. Itthisjevel.yere: shifted to 85
percent, an additional 700,000 rural people in.poverty.would be
inOltded in the nati6naI total (BC)
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The Farm Poor: Counted, Miscounted or Dis6ounted?

0. Wendell Holmes*.
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Charles Dickens in his story, A Tale of Two Cities, opens with the

statement, "It was in the best of times, it was in the worst of times,
(X)

. . it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair . . . .

Pr\
1.11 This perhaps echoes the sentiment of many people in the United States

CL")

,. today. Our economy is in the best of times for many, but in the worst

of times for others. For some their economic position puts them in a

real spring of hope. For others, their future appears as a winter of

despair.

In order to more, equitably share the 'wealth of our nation with

its less affluent citizens, guidelines are needed to determine who tie

less affluent are, what constitutes being in poverty,. and .what some of

the attributes of the poor are.

The lack of financial reSources is the handiest explanation of

poverty. The current definition haS been built around income: how much

is necessary to maintain a family of four persons at a. given level of

living. This definition of poverty was developed for use by the Council

of Economic Advisers in the President's Var, on Poverty. Later, the. Soria

Security Administration (SSA) developed u poverty line centering around

$3,000. In this definition a family of four vas considered "poor" if

their total annual cash income wasles's:than $ 1000and a single unrelated

"poor"'df,hiS:apnuaI income. waSie than $1' r.j0,0 [1.).' The'SSA

refihed[.this definitiOn'hy-in4Udingsuch:Ntriable--a coMpbsition

-.., -.
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4. sex of head, and place of residence, (farm or nonfarm). The resulting.

poVerty index is the officially adopted poverty definition of the Council

of Economic Advisers and the Office of Economic Opportunity.
.

In 1955 the Household Food Consumption Survey indicated that families

of four persons,regardless of income level or place of residence, spent

about one -third of their annual income on food, It was thus assumed that

an income of at least 3 times the cost of the' economy food plan was nec-

essary to keep a family out of poverty. Using the economy, food plan as

developed by the USDA, and a multiplier of "3" as obtained from the 1955

survey, a poverty cutoff level was established. Thus if the food plan

was priced at $1,000, the resulting income would be $3,000. Any family

of four with an income of less than $3,0001 spending $1,000 or more for.

food would be considered to be in poverty.

4
This same survey showed that about 40 percent of the food consumed

by farm families was produced at home, This means that the average farm

family would produce about' $too worth of the $1,000 total food budget,

and hence need 1:0 percent less cash folr their food .expenses. The food

budget for farm families was thus determined to be $1,00044004600.

This $600 figure was then used as the cost of the food plan and tripled

to get a farm family poverty income level of $1,800.

poverty income level was $3,000.

For nonfarmers the

Data from-the 1961 food consUmptionturvey-ShoWedthat.home prOduetiOn

of food items by farm families had:dedreased:to about 30 percent of their

foOd:heeds in dollar,Valua.. the poVertY.1:ine for farm families was then

adjusted.to take this into consideration, Using esaMe'food.plan as

.efore as an axainple,--tyle new food budget for,farth fam ilieswas tia'000,



$3001.or $700. This $700 food budget was then multiplied by 3 to give

a farm poverty income cutoff of $2,100. This is the 70 percentpoverty

level. The cutoff for an urban family was the same as before, $3,000.

A number of weaknesses in the methods employed in determining the

farm poverty cutoffs seem. obvious. The food plan as used here was

designed by the USDA using data from the National Research Council, for

temporary or emergency use when funds are by [5]. There is no pro-

vision for improving the diet of the poor in this food plan.

The main weakness is the manner in which this method tends to dis-

criminate against the farm poor. Because of the assumed ability,of a

farm family to produce 30 percent of their food (in dollar value) it was

incorrectly assumed that a farm family needed only 70 percent as much

income as a nonfarm family. Currently the food plan for a family of.

four is valued at about $1,100. The value of home produced food (in this

case $330) is then subtracted from the cost of the food plan. The result,

$770, is theg tripled-giving $2,310 as the poverty threshold cutoff level

for farm families.. In what started out to be a $330 deduction because

of the benefits of home produced food, ended up to be a $990 deduction

from the farmers income, or an implicit assumption

produced 90 percent of his food needs.

that the farmer

The cute.rent food budget of $1,100 needs to be:Changed to account

for recent increases in the cost of. food 'the currentj1969) c6; 5t of

the minimal nutrition diet for-a:famiiy.of four is now computed, to be

1 284 per .year: Using v.the,MUltiplier.Of "3!' on this figure.woUld

raise the poverty cutoff t0:-$3 852 _ 2

As mentioned earlifir, using, e270 percent level tends to di scrim,
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irate against the poor in that many are declared to be out of poverty

by definition only. However, the people not counted at the 70 percent

level (but included at higher levels) are just as poor as ever. Because

they are excluded from the poverty rolls means there are by definition

fewer rural people in poverty. With fewer rural people on the. poverty

rolls and with their scattered residence they are hard to identify.

They are virtually without the experienced leadership or organization

necessary to give them the voice or vote they need to gain either national

recognition or political bargaining power. Thus the number of programs

and funds earmarked for the rural poor may not be as large proportionally

as it is .for the urban poor.. In 1965, only 18 percent of the COmmunity

. Action Program (CAP) grants went to the rural area programs.' This per-,

tentage increased in 1966. to 25 and in 1968 to 30 percent. While the

percentage of CAP grants doing to rural areas has been on the.inCrease,

it is,still low considering that 43 percent of the nationis poor. are

rural residents (21.

The differential as currently-used discriminates against rural.

children and youths who are the target groups which should receive the

greatest assistance. Since eligibility for programs such as Upward

Bound, Headstart, and Family Planning is contingent on being in poverty,

many farm families are denied such programs since they have been defined

out of poverty.

To assume that farmer need only 70 percent as much cash income as

urban families is incorrect. Comparable livinfr standards in the country

vOuld:probably cost as much as in the city. Frequently the assuMption

16 made'that- 'rural living is much cheaper ..than living in urban -areas:

Often that assu.mption is::40.id only one .assurded- that a lower. \Standard
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of living is appropriate in rural area [3]. In 1961,. for example,

among families with less than $3,06b annual income, farm families whose

average annual income was nearly $700, less than that of urban families

spent nearly the same dollar amount for transportation and nearly seven

percent more of their income on transportation. Farm families often

pay larger shares of medical expense out of pocket, while nonfarm families
, .

may profit from fringe benefits such as medical insurance and other

advantages offered as part of their employment..

Because of .the less developed infrastructure where the low income

*population is likely to be concentrated, other costs may significantly

influence their lives and outlook. Among these other costs are: in-

adequate educational institutions, poor housing and the complex of

factors related to it such as plumbing lighting, fuelyand heat. A

lack of community institutions, or social' and physical access to thee,

constitutes both Bract and indireCt costs Which contribute to the general

cultural milieu of poverty linked conditions.

Data from the. 1967 Current Population SUrvey of .1966 income shows

Clearly the effect of various -cerCentage differentials on the number of

persons who will be defined; inWpoverty. Using the 70 percent level,

the total" number of persons in poverty both farth and nonfarm in 1966 Was

29.9 million.H .The President's National AdViSorY,:ComMission on Rural

.poverty.in its report-"ThePeople Left:Bellind estimated that shifting

the differential:from'30:rto 15;-perCentwouldA.nelude:an additional

700,000 rural people in poverty. Analysls of the 1967 CPS data show.;

this to b e true.- Changing the 'threshold still more to the 90 percent

.

-leVel7bringsHin an,additiOnal 200,000 poor: 'Elimination_ of the threshold

try
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increases the poverty count by a total of 1. 3 million persons over the

70 percent level:

That the 30percent differential is outdated seems clear. How

much higher it should be is a moot question. Data are not available to

defend any one specific level. What evidence is available seems to in-

dicate that the differential should be considerably lower, if not eli-

minated completely.
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